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Ameer Hamza1

Abstract

After the reforms of Deng Xiaoping in 1978, China accelerated its industrialisation 
and economic transformation process which increased industrial production 
in China.in the wake of reforms, China sought economic integration with 
other states in the world and global economy ended in securing second largest 
economy status in the world after the US. South Asia became the significant 
part of China’s new economic vision Belt and Road Initiative which gives South 
Asia a geostrategic leverage due to its geographical proximity with China. The 
Gwadar Port of Pakistan envisioned by China in her relevance to access global 
markets as a transit route making Indian Ocean Region (IOR) vital for China 

The core of this urge was motivated by two major factors i.e. the geographical 
linkages of Gwadar to oil rich Middle East and an alternative to other trade 
routes like Strait of Malacca. The major portion of China’s energy imports has 
to pass through the strait of Malacca, a vulnerable route, what the President of 
China Hu Jin Tao called in 2003, “the Malacca Dilemma”. This paper would 
focus on China’s other alternative trade routes to reduce the dependency 
on Strait of Malacca and finds secure energy and trade routes along with 
the role of Pakistan. The bright opportunities in limelight to strengthen the 
trade relationship with China and potential of partnership in China Pakistan 
Economic Corridor (CPEC), a cornerstone of OBOR. It is to be built through 
Pakistan which encompasses highways, pipelines and operational deep Sea 
Port of Gwadar. The opportunities come with certain challenges especially 
when you are located in South Asia due to its hostile security environment. 

Keywords: Energy Security, IOR, Trade, CPEC, BRI, Regional Security

1 *The Author is Research Assistant at Institute of Peace and Diplomatic Studies, Islamabad and writer at The 
Diplomatic Insight.

Chinese Energy & Trade Security:  
Prospects and Challenges in South Asia
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Geostrategic outlook of South Asia

Geographically, South Asia is the vast region which is sandwiched between 
chains of high mountains like Himalayan ranges are spread from East to 
Northeast, Karakoram in the North-West and the Indian Ocean on the south 
with plains, deserts and plateaus in the midst. In south Asia, there is diversity 
in physical and cultural characteristics but all countries in South Asia share 
some commonality with others across the border as this region is naturally 
designed in geographic proximity. This is the unique region of the world 
which had been the origin of ancient civilisations where geography, history, 
religion, culture, politics and history is well mixed and overlapped.2

Politically, this region has witnessed instability and turmoil in its boundaries 
since the Britain had left the region with the exception of India. Somehow, 
India managed to maintain democracy and developed her political maturity 
while the other countries have to suffer monarchies or dictatorships. The major 
reason behind the political confrontation is linguistic, ethnic and cultural 
diversity along with economic disparities.3

Economically, south Asia has a good potential for economic growth as it has 
much energy and natural resources. Moreover, South Asia has the potential of 
producing cheap hydro electrical power which can contribute to its economic 
growth and regional prosperity if the resources are used in a well organised 
manner. The 40 per cent of world’s population lives in South Asia and most of 
them spending their lives below the poverty line.4 The vast natural resources 
and strategic location of this region attract the global players for direct 
investment in economic activities. In Asia, China is a relatively big power 
which is situated in the North-West of Pakistan and both have warm bilateral 
relationships.

Being a big economy, China has to maintain strong economic ties with the rest 
of the world for its productive goods to be sold. That is why China is devising 
its policies in such a way that it can access the global economic markets.

2 R.P. Anand, “South Asia: In Search of a Regional Identity”, (New Delhi: Banyan Publications, 1991), 1
3 B. H. Farmer, “An Introduction to South Asia”, (London: Rutledge Press, 1993), 1
4 Adeel Najam, “The Environmental Challenge to Human Security in South Asia”, (New York: United Nation 

University Press, 2004), 234.
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China’s Energy and Trade Challenges

Evidently, all potential economies consume large reserves of energy resources 
to maintain their supplies and production of goods for sustaining the pace of 
domestic growth. China has largest oil reserves in Asia and big gas reserves 
after Russia as well but China still imports oil more than 50% of its energy 
requirement. China has rapidly become a top-ranked state in global energy 
demands. A major portion of China’s oil passes through the strait of Malacca 
which means that China can be brought onto its knees through blockade of 
this particular strait by hegemonic actors. The policy makers of China observe 
this dependency of the state for imports through these maritime routes as a 
vulnerability to trade.5 Now China is becoming more dependent on the Middle 
East in terms of energy agreements as China has maintained already a good 
relationship with Middle Eastern countries since days of Mao Tse Tung.

 The US shale revolution has changed the energy landscape on a global level. 
This revolution reduces the oil prices and thus, China found it as an opportunity 
to strengthen its commercial and economic ties with the Gulf States. During 
this decade, China has become the largest buyer of oil in the world and the 
US is no more on the top of the list.6 The reduction of oil process also gave 
a boom to China’s economy. The oil import of China has reached 7.4 million 
b/d by 2015 which was around two million b/d in 2002.7 China has imported 
381 million tonnes of crude oil and 256 million tonnes of coal from different 
countries, a volume which can quantify the energy trade volume of China.

Such a big volume of energy resources demands secure shipping and road 
networks that would enable China to meet its oil requirements. For its energy 
security, China has to shape the environment in such a way that exporter 
countries would continue supplies even in in new geopolitical setup whatever 
it may be in near future. In these days, China is whirled in Malacca Dilemma 
spotted by Hu Jin Tao. The 80 per cent of China’s oil passes through the 
Middle East and Angola in African reegion.8 Strait of Malacca is mainly 

5  Zha Daojiong and Michal Meidan, “China and the Middle East in a new energy landscape”, (CHATHAM 
House: The royal institute of I-Relations)

6  Ibid
7  Daniel Yergin, “The global Impact of US Shale”, Project Syndicate, Jan 8, 2014, Available at: http://www.

project-syndicate.org/commentary/danielyergin-traces-the-effects-of-america-s-shale-energy-revolu-
tion-on-the-balance-of-global-economic-and-political-power,

8  S Chen, “China’s Self-Extrication from the Malacca Dilemma and its Implications”,  (International Journal 
of China Studies, 2010) Vol 1:1, p.2
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used by China for maritime trade which makes energy trade of China much 
vulnerable in that particular area. China has to find its alternative routes 
which would possibly be strait of Lombok and Makassar. As all the major 
sea lanes of communication and major choke points are guarded by the US 
which would call under question an increasing Chinese trade. In order to 
avoid this situation which can be led to the blockade, China has to reduce 
the dependency on water routes or at least Strait of Malacca. Iran has become 
a major oil exporter to China. A pipeline is proposed to supply oil to China 
via Pakistan which makes a sense of reality under the framework of the new 
regional economic setting through CPEC. After easing sanctions, Iran is no 
more bound to abandon export things to the world. Furthermore, China is 
seeking for energy security which the US should not be underestimated. The 
silk route strategy of China would bypass the global maritime dominance of 
US as a non-military counter.9

China is seeking more energy reserves in its neighbourhoods to maintain the 
pace of its economic growth. The more China will produce goods, the more 
markets it would be needed and more energy resources it has to acquire for it. 
China has estimated to achieve energy level of 40.46 MTOE (Million Tonnes 
of Oil Equivalent) by increasing 2% per year which was 30.21 MTOE in 2015. 
It implies that China is continuously enhancing its energy requirements 
which may increase further after 2030 under Current Policy Scenario (CPS). 
With the growing energy demands in China, the relation between economic 
growth and energy demand would be eased by 2025 which would reflect a 
stable slowdown in GDP growth in favour of energy-saving, structural reform 
and energy efficiency. The oil prices are supposed to be decreased by 2020. 
It would enhance the dependency of China on foreign imported oil and gas 
as well. China will maintain its dependency by 63 per cent on foreign oil and 
gas and the same level would be maintained by 2030 under CPS. To reduce 
the consumption of energy, China has done a lot of work on energy efficiency 
which is crucial for any state to save energy. The global trade volume of China 
is expected to be set double by 2030 which is around 18 trillion dollars.10 It is 
often said the 21st century is all about Asia in terms of economy and finally 

9 Samir Tata, The Diplomat,  Jan 14, 2017, Available at http://thediplomat.com/2017/01/deconstructing-chi-
nas-energy-security-strategy/

10 “China’s Energy Outlook ( 2015-16)”, CASS Innovation Program World Energy China Outlook 2015-2016, 
Interim Report
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China seems to lead the economic world because the growing trade of China 
can help it to prevail in economic realm but China has to get influential control 
of major trade routes of the world or create new economic corridors around 
the globe.11 Thus China can get its trade routes by its constant presence. It is 
well known proverb in China that if you want to be economically prosper, 
build a network of roads and then people will come to get your things. 

This Chinese design can be analysed in the best way through the lens of 
realism. Classical realism argues that there is the desire for power which drives 
every state to focus and achieve its goals by whatever means it has. China is 
not yet likely to project military power. Hans Morgenthau stated about severe 
competition and power that “Where there is a competition for scarce goods, 
a struggle for power ensues”. Kenneth Waltz describes power as Power is a 
primary mean to achieve greater security. A state can use tangible or intangible 
elements of power for the continuation of its political objectives.12 As far as 
the concern of China, China is deploying almost all elements of soft power 
and working on hard elements. The imports through sea lanes are a matter of 
geographical vulnerability due to the possibility of the blockade. China must 
have influence and stakes in the new geopolitical setting of the world so that 
China can ensure its security wherever it has trade access. 

China’s OBOR Initiative

In past thirty years, China has developed itself from a domestic agricultural 
country to a global economic centre. Initially, their policy was to invest in 
home, produce domestic goods and supply them to the big markets which 
helped China to be a big supplier of goods and producer in the world.13 
OBOR is an economic vision of China through which she intends to revive 
old silk route and connect about 66 countries for trade via single channel. In 
order to improve and maintain maritime routes, China seeks to launch Ports 
Enhancement Project to make the connected ports to the maritime routes 
capable of harbouring major ships for trade and maintenance. 

 “One belt one road” is a new China’s initiated project which would bring 

11 PWC Press Room, “Volume of global goods trade set to nearly double by 2030”, Oct 2, 2014
12 Kenneth Waltz, “The Origins of Neorealist Theory”, The Journal of Interdisciplinary History,1998, Vol 18:4, 

p.616
13 Francis Cheung, Alexious Lee, “A brilliant plan: One Belt One Road”, Available at https://www.clsa.com/

special/onebeltoneroad/
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globalisation to a new level. The aim of this project is to connect the maximum 
countries of the world through an Economic Belt, a maritime connectivity 
to Eurasia in Westwards, from China to South-East Asia, South Asia, The 
Middle East and Africa.14 This connectivity comprises the networks of roads, 
railways, ports, communication and pipelines. As far as the concern of theory 
and strategy, the String of Chines Pearls is well designed to meet energy and 
commercial needs of China through sea lanes which pass through all of the 
major chokepoints stretched from the chines mainland to Port of Sudan.

It is Chinese strategy to sail on blue waters and trade throughout the world 
via Sea Lanes of communications. These pears are widely spreads and joins 
Strait of Malacca and Hormuz. When China will have supportive ports along 
with pearls such as in Atlantic, Mediterranean and Indian Ocean it would 
make it enable to influence the blue waters and have strong presence. Indian 
Ocean Region would gain much importance in this regard. The Gwadar, the 
exit point of China from its western side through Pakistan is located in Indian 
Ocean which ring alarms in India and its concerns.

Primarily, it is a “Built it and they will come” initiative of China but this 
approach carries a significant political, economic and energy risks for China, 
not only China but all other states connected through it. There are many 
economic grounds for China to continue its OBOR initiative forward but the 
active driving force is energy security and global trade goods of China. This 
project involves 60 states of the world into the chain on the basis of free trade 
agreements which would be at competition with Transpacific Partnership 
(TPP) in terms of trade in South-East Asia.15 If the US withdraws from the 
TPP, it would pave the way for China to look towards the South-East Asia. 
When China will drive its economy around the globe, it would challenge the 
hegemony of the US because China would get stakes in referent states. The 
world would observe the soft transition of power by China.

 The “ONE BELT ONE ROAD” is an initiative by China to integrate the global 
economy by reviving old silk route. China has made free trade agreements 
with stakeholders like Pakistan in CPEC to reduce the travel cost and enhance 

14  “Documenting China’s OBOR initiative”, OBOR Watch, Jan 9, 2017  Available at: http://oborwatch.org/
chinas-new-silk-road-is-getting-muddy/

15  Francis Cheung, Alexious Lee, “ A brilliant plan: One Belt One Road”, Available at https://www.clsa.com/
special/onebeltoneroad/
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cooperation on trade and establishment of infrastructure. Thus, China has 
offered other linked states become the part of economic integration. China 
seeks a policy of non-interference in the internal or even external political 
matters to meet all emerging new challenges and vulnerabilities to its national 
security. The president Xi Jinping has announced three NOs.16

•	 No interference in the internal matters of other nations

•	 Does not seek to increase the so-called sphere of influence

•	 Do not strive for hegemony or dominance

By looking deep into the project, it appears that south Asia and Southeast Asia 
have significant importance in it. South Asia has much importance for China 
to compliment Chinese grand strategy because this region is going to provide 
a deep sea port to China and a short distance economic corridor which would 
enhance Chinese economic and military presence in the region. It would also 
help landlocked countries to gain access to the seaport through the port of 
Gwadar. As for as the concern of security, in the wake of any animosity or war 
like situation in Indian ocean region or eastwards, Chinese oil imports from 
Middle East and trade with the west and Africa would be secure. Chinese 
growing influence in IOR is alarming for India in the regional sphere of power.

CPEC-China-Pakistan Economic Corridor

The CPEC links Xinjiang, the most western province of China to the Gwadar 
port situated in Pakistan which aims at developing infrastructure and 
economic relations between two states. This route will supply oil energy 
to China as a lifeline of growing economy by the reducing cost of time and 
travel. As stated earlier, it would reduce the dependency of China on the US 
dominated maritime routes as well. China, being a potential economy, has 
sought to revive old silk route with new aspects so that it can access to all 
major consumer markets. By design, this project has three basic aims which 
are as follow:17

•	 The route will integrate all economic markets and promote free 

16  ibid
17  Muhammad Ashraf, “The CPEC opportunity”, AURORA Feb 13, 2017, Available at http://aurora.dawn.

com/news/1141730
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economic movements through it.

•	 China, being the proponent of OBOR, encourage all associated states 
to be part of it to deep their economic footings and achieve high 
standards

•	 Actively participate in economic activities carrying out in the region 
with a full devotion to collective good and peace.  

CPEC is a most important component of this project because it joins western 
part of China to the Indian Ocean Region which reduces the travelling and 
its cost as well. It started from Kashghar and runs through Balochistan and 
extends to Turkey via Iran and Europe in the last.18 It provides access to the 
warm waters even to those countries which do not have direct coastal lines 
for carrying out their trade. In a real sense, it offers a ‘win-win’ policy for all 
regional players equal to the level of their contribution in it.

The most important contribution of CPEC to the developed and underdeveloped 
countries along it is the vast opportunities of jobs soon after the beginning of 
economic activities. The real estate business is expected to gain momentum 
in terms of investments around $ 300 to 700 billion.19 In terms of energy, the 
network of pipelines from the Middle East to China such as a pipeline from 
Iran to China through Pakistan would help the partners to meet their energy 
needs effectively. There is no doubt that this project will prove a large number 
of opportunities but the availability of opportunities is nothing unless they are 
fully realised. Pakistan has to do a lot to get full spectrum benefits from these 
developments in terms of infrastructure, security, energy and industry. Only 
then it can be proved game changer for Pakistan. CPEC is the project having 
the strategic potential of Economic game-changing in the regional outlook and 
in geopolitics as well. It is also the considerable point that the development 
of CPEC is being realised in a region where the interests of several key actors 
intersect beyond China and Pakistan.20

In a real sense, insecurity is directly proportional to geostrategic importance 
of any referent object. Sometimes security challenges prove itselves good 

18  ibid
19  Muhammad Ashraf, “The CPEC opportunity”, AURORA, Feb 13, 2017, Available at http://aurora.dawn.

com/news/1141730
20  Shafei Moiz Hali, Dr. Tan Shukui and Sumera Iqbal “One Belt and One Road: Impact on China-Pakistan  

Economic Corridor”
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indicators of the geostrategic relevance of any initiative taken by the states. 
The key actor’s in South Asia like India is feeling a threat from these regional 
economic settings which demands integration of markets.21 The gradual 
increasing level of tensions in South Asia especially between India and 
Pakistan is a threat to the operationalization of CPEC because India has shown 
its hostile concerns towards this project.

By keeping in view the geopolitics and geostrategy, behaviour of the US 
towards Pakistan is becoming tough day by day through different channels 
such as cooperation on terrorism and campaign of India to declare Pakistan 
a terror sponsor state and to isolate Pakistan. The US is worried about the 
growing influence of China in Asia and India shows its concerns because 
Pakistan can well utilise this project to stable its economic position, a challenge 
to India.22

Implications on Regional Security

There is an escalation in animosity between India and Pakistan because both 
of the states have ideological differences and traditional rivalry and these 
are the key states of south Asia. The recent attacks on the Indian military in 
Kashmir by Jihadis and insurgency in Balochistan sponsored by India are 
getting momentum. China is likely to support Pakistan, being a strategic 
partner which calls the US sympathies for India. They have close strategic ties 
and have signed a civil nuclear deal which is an exceptional case in nuclear 
history.23

China is investing $46 billion on a trade route passes through Balochistan, 
a vulnerable province of Pakistan and joins Xinjiang, a Chinese less stable 
western province which implies that security is much needed in this region 
by both the states. This investment will make Pakistan vital for China which 
would enhance the military collaboration between both the states and finally 
security will be achieved. This strategic calculation made a breakthrough 
between the relations of US and India and the US declared India as “major 
defence partner”. This status benefited India to get a waiver from Nuclear 

21  Ibid 
22  Ibid
23 Tom Hussain “How Indo-Pak tensions and US-China rivalry are raising nuclear states,” October 8, 2016, 

Available at http://www.scmp.com/week-asia/geopolitics/article/2026150/how-india-pakistan-tensions-
and-us-china-rivalry-are-raising
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Supplier Group without being a signatory to Non-Proliferation Treaty by 
which India can carry trade in dual-use technology and weaponry without 
any solid check and balance. The US wants India as a counter of China in an 
Indian Ocean Region and helps India in the production of nuclear energy to 
stabilise its economy.24

7.    Conclusion

For sure, CPEC is the project with the potential to reshape and stabilise 
economic footings of Pakistan. The involvement of Pakistan in this Chinese 
sponsored project would make Indian trade vulnerable with Iran through 
the Indian Ocean because India seeks a route to Iran by operationalizing 
Chahbahar port. The presence of traditional rivals in Indian Ocean backed 
by respective strategic partners may prove a worst case scenario for the 
parties. Pakistan and China have assured to the world that they would make 
CPEC operational whatever it costs may be which led Pakistan to harbour a 
trade shipment of China at Gwadar and a convoy passed through CPEC. In 
addition to it United Nations Security Council also ratified this development 
in the region. The hostility and concerns of giants like India and US are veiled 
but when conspiracy theories are combined with uncertainties, this emerged 
phenomenon surely pose challenges to all positive developments like CPEC. 
At geo-strategic crossroads, Chinese interests near Pakistani waters would 
vulnerable by India backed by USA. In order to keep the power in balance, 
China will likely to be present militarily to secure its trade supply chain. The 
militarization of IOR is not a good signal but parity in power will bring stability 
in the region and it would mitigate any considerable threat to Pakistan and 
Chinese interests.

24 Francesco S. Montesano, “The China-Pakistan Economic Corridor: Security challenges at geopolitical 
crossroads” November 28, 2016
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Adeel Babar1

Abstract: 

Something important has been going on at the dawn of twenty first century; 
international relations and communication has been interacting with each 
other in an ineffable manner.  It is hard to find that how international relations 
are done, with whom it is done and what actors it really involve. This all 
happened because of the new media ecologies with the modernization of 
technology. 2

Communication has to play a very crucial role in today’s world especially in 
international relations.  The work of Manuel Castell “Communication Power” 
explains how communication and new media ecologies have shaped our 
world in twenty first century and how relationships of power can be defined 
and reconfigured through communication. Manuel uses the term of “network 
society” & “mass self-communication”. 

In a “networked society” new networked pattern of relationships emerge 
that may be political, social and economic. “Mass self-communication” 
that emerged during 2000’s encouraged everyone to have their own views 
of the world around them and broadcast online. The power of “mass self-
communication” cannot be neglected in today’s world as this phenomenon 
helped toppled governments in the Arab Spring starting in 2011. Now 
communication is not controlled by elites in society but is available to all and 
its power cannot be undermined.3 Changing media ecologies gave rise to a 
concept of narrative building which political actors use in order to achieve 
political and other policy goals. 

Key words: Strategic Narratives, Identity, Strategic Communication

1 The Author is an independent Researcher, with   MSc Degree in Defense and Strategic Studies as well as MS 
Project Management.

2 Alister Miskimmon, Ben O’Loughlin and Laura Roselle. Strategic Narratives: Communication Power and the 
New World Order (London: Routledge, 2013),1.

3 Ibid.,2 

Indian Hostile Narratives and Counter Narratives 
of Pakistan 
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What are Narratives?

Anne Marie Slaughter cites “Narrative is basically a kind of story”, a story that 
should be crafted in a manner that everyone being addresses should believe 
upon. Narratives require certain variables to work effectively that are it must 
contain an actor, action, a goal or intention, a scene that is of vital importance 
and the instrument through which the narrative is conveyed. Narrative can be 
identified into three phases, initial order of the system, problem that is direct 
threat to that order and action that reestablishes order that may differ a little 
from the previous order.4

Narratives are important to change the nature of international relations and 
shape the behavior of others whilst defining oneself; helps understand power 
relationship within the international arena. Hans Morgenthau cites “In the 
struggle for existence and power; what others think about us is as important 
as what we actually are”. 

Actors are central to narrative building which can be a state or international 
organization framing long term narratives for themselves and the international 
system. Certain events, crises and summits themselves become narrated. These 
are short term narratives which some scholars defined as “stories of episodes”. 
O Thuathail uses the term Storylines, “story lines are sense making organizational 
devices tying the different elements of a policy challenge together into a reasonably 
coherent and convincing narrative.” 5 (O Thuathail) 

Framing narratives is another important part of narrative building that is 
considered as an act of “selecting and highlighting some facets of events and issues, 
and making connections among them so as to promote a particular interpretation, 
evaluation and/or solution” According to Robert Entman,  Framing is usually 
done by elites, political leaders or journalists.6

In order to understand international relations, it is necessary to bifurcate 
narratives into three different types i.e. issue narratives, identity narratives 
and system narratives. System narratives are mostly about the nature and 

4 Alister Miskimmon, Ben O’Loughlin and Laura Roselle, Strategic Narratives: Communication Power and the 
New World Order (London: Routledge,2013),5 

5 Ibid., 6 
6 Ibid., Alister Miskimmon, Ben O’Loughlin and Laura Roselle, Strategic Narratives: Communication Power 

and the New World Order (London: Routledge,2013),5  
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structure of international affairs. Identity narratives are about the identity of 
actors in international arena or affairs. Truly strategic in sense are the issue 
narratives that seek to change the nature of policy and along which discussion 
might take place. 7

Why Are Narratives Created?

Narratives are always crafted in order to achieve a set of political objectives. 
These political objectives might be long term and short term and are as follows 
but not limited to,

i. Sharing opinion about a particular event and shaping the future of 
targeted audience. 

ii. Giving a legitimacy to events and provide meaning to those particular 
events. 

iii. It may be a prelude to a grand design and may be directed towards a 
long term policy objective 

iv. Building unity among masses; mostly regarded as a national narrative 
in which feelings of the masses can be incited and bring them more 
towards nationalism through shared identity and common history.8

Countries float strategic narratives in order to maintain influence in the 
international system it can be floated by a potential hegemon willing to 
dominate at regional level.

Strategic Narratives:

Strategic narratives are a mean that political actors use to construct a collective 
meaning of international politics to shape the actions of internal and global 
actors. Strategic narratives define past and present and shaping the future. 
With the help of strategic narratives, states can promote their interests to 
achieve policy ends. Strategic narratives are the means to achieve that end; 
which encompasses the following components 

7 Ibid., 7
8 Hidayat Ur Rehman, “Global Narratives,” A Journal of Armed Forces War College, Vol.2, no.1 (June 2014):3-4.
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A. Strategic narratives are always future oriented. It may discuss past or 
present but the end goal is to shape the future. 

B. Strategic narrative is a direct claim to identity of an actor. It gives a 
different point of view on a specific issue, domain of policy within the 
political world existing in the international system. 

C. The content of strategic narrative is not fixed and has flexibility and 
can be changed according to time keeping in view the political object. 

D. Audience can be both external and internal. Narratives are used to 
unify public through an identity claim. 9

Formation of strategic narratives is a complex phenomenon that involves 
understanding the strategic objectives a state is seeking, actors and mediums 
of communication through which narratives have to pass. 10

Strategic Narratives Process: 

A strategic narrative must pass through a process that will define its success or 
failure. This process is very crucial in terms of a narrative to have some level of 
persuasion and shape the future for which it is being created.  

Formation: 

During the process of formation, a general understanding is developed under 
what conditions or circumstances a narrative need to be formed. Analysis is to 
be done on following points during the formation process

1. Policy goals 

2. The role domestic politics plays in narrative formation 

3. Constraints extracted from preceding narratives. 

4. Events around the world. 

9 Alister Miskimmon, Ben O’Loughlin and Laura Roselle.” Forging the World: Strategic Narratives and Inter-
national Relations”. Centre of European Politics. (London 2012):4-5 doi: 10.3998/mpub.6504652

10 Ibid
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Projection: 

It takes under consideration that when a particular narrative needs to be 
disseminated. Projection of strategic narratives is time bound and needs to be 
carefully analyzed; can have negative policy implications if the timing is not 
right. Analysis include following points 

1. New technology in order to disseminate information/narrative.

2. Timing of the narrative 

3. Networks involved in circulating information.

Reception: 

Analysis is done under reception that under what circumstances narrative is 
received by audience and how it is interpreted. Following points should be 
brought under consideration under this domain

1. Credibility of a particular narrative. i.e should coincide with policy 
goals. 

2. Effects of other narratives in international system.

3. Different types of reception.

4. Factors that are underplaying effects of the narrative. 11

Strategic Communication 

Strategic communication is an idea of floating a process, data or concept that 
satisfies long term policy objectives. It helps preserve government objectives 
and is a tool through which strategic narratives are communicated to the masses. 
It is a set of plans, programs, messages and themes that are synchronized with 
the elements of national power to achieve the required results and benefits 
vital to the state. 12

11 Alister Miskimmon, Ben O’Loughlin and Laura Roselle, “Forging the World: Strategic Narratives and Inter-
national Relations”, Centre of European Politics, (London 2012):6-7 doi: 10.3998/mpub.6504652

12 Hidayat Ur Rehman, “Global Narratives,” A Journal of Armed Forces War College, Vol.2, no.1(June 2014):2
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Battle of the Narratives: 

In a globalized world and introduction of mass self-communication, it is very 
easy to hear a competing narrative that has a potential of nullifying the effects 
of a strategic narrative as British Ministry of Defense (MoD) cites “In the global 
information environment, it is very easy for competing narratives to also be 
heard. Some may be deliberately combative—our adversaries for example, or 
perhaps hostile media. Where our narrative meets the competing narratives 
is referred to as the battle of narratives, although the reality is that this is an 
enduring competition rather than a battle with winners and losers”. (MoD, 
2011:2-10)

Connection of Narratives with Policy Objectives:

Narratives and policy are closely linked through Narratives Policy Framework 
(NPF). NPF has been under immense scrutiny and development since 2004. It 
was developed under the impetus of linking policy narratives with policy goals 
and is a quantitative approach to measure the power and influence of a policy 
and its subsequent narrative. Policy narratives have a set of assumptions that 
needs to be taken care of such as

a. In a policy process; policy narrative holds a central position on which 
all the objectives of policy are based.  

b. It operates at three levels of analysis.

i. Micro (individual).

ii. Meso (policy sub-system).

iii. Macro (cultural/institutional).

c. It has a broad set of actors. (political elites, media and interest groups)

d. Policy narratives are beliefs of a policy or programs by governments. 13

13 Elizabeth A. Shanahan, Michael D. Jones and Mark K. McBeth. “Policy Narratives and Policy Process”, The 
Policy Studies Journal, Vol.39, No.3 (2011):539-540, doi: 10.1111/j.1541-0072.2011. 00420.x
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Indian Identity Narratives & Politics of Security:

In recent years many observers have noticed a shift in Indian nationalist 
discourse focusing more on Hinduism and departing away from secularism 
and diversity. This rhetoric has been promoted by Bhartaiya Janta Party (BJP), 
giving a new identity to India and moving to more religious dimension. 
Narratives are being put forward deliberately in order to shape the future of 
Indian society as a whole and linking those narratives with Indian security 
policies.14 Why is India undertaking such a policy in which it is moving away 
from secularism and tilting towards religion? 

Indian establishment is bringing up such hostile narratives in order to seek 
a position in international system. Regional and rising powers try to seek 
identity in international system and that is done through identity narratives 
in order to understand the international order. But what if they achieve 
independence and power to act independently in the international system is 
a matter of serious concern. Rising power like India and its hostile identity 
narratives can make region unstable as it will seek open-ended power through 
these narratives.15

Strategic Narratives against Pakistan:

There are a number of strategic narratives globally circulating and Pakistan 
has been deliberately the target of these hostile narratives. Some of these 
narratives against Pakistan are

i. Rouge State: Pakistan is many a times considered as a rouge state 
which was involved in nuclear proliferation, hostility towards India.

ii. Irresponsible State: Pakistan is also depicted as irresponsible state 
that is harboring terrorism and sponsoring state terrorism against 
India. After United States manhunt (Osama Bin Laden) was over in 
Abbottabad, Pakistan; serious allegation was put on Pakistan depicted 
as a state accomplice to terrorists. 

14 Gitika Commuri, Indian Identity Narratives and the Politics of Security, (New Delhi: Sage Publications, 
2010),1.

15 Alister Miskimmon, Ben O’Loughlin and Laura Roselle, Strategic Narratives: Communication Power and the 
New World Order (London: Routledge,2013),39
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iii. Failing State: used to cast shadows on Pakistan internal situation; 
though it might not be the case on ground but narrated in such a 
manner by hostile media that shows Pakistan as a failed state. 

iv. Nuclear Proliferation & Security; Pakistan has been blamed previously 
of slipping nuclear material to other countries like Libya, Iran and 
North Korea; serious questions has also been raised on Pakistan’s 
security measures of nuclear installations and weapons.

v. Minority rights: Pakistan is thought of being a state where minority 
rights are not exercised at all; many non-state actors have found a 
loop hole in judicial structure and exploit minority rights. Lynching of 
accused in the name of blasphemy is one of the new threats Pakistan 
is facing these days. 16

Identity Narratives to secure Jammu & Kashmir:

Jammu & Kashmir is the best example in order to examine the relationship 
between security policy and identity narratives projected by Indian elites. 
The status of Kashmir is contested in three ways and each hold different 
connotation for the Indian government. Pakistan take Kashmir as their 
integral part, Indian Union take Jammu & Kashmir as their part for strategic 
purposes and it is also claimed by the Kashmiris who want to have their own 
autonomous body to govern the area. Jammu & Kashmir has been the bone of 
contention since 1947 between India and Pakistan. Both countries have fought 
four wars (1948, 1965, 1971 and 1999 limited war Kargil) over the control of 
this particular region. Jammu & Kashmir holds a special position as per Indian 
Union constitution; under Article 306A.17 In the constitution, it was stated that 
Jammu & Kashmir will have autonomy but the right has always been objected 
by Hindu nationalists in India. India’s shift from secular to religious self has 
a lot to do with its stance on Kashmir. For Hindus who are espoused with 
the cultural and religious identity take creation of this very state as a Hindu 
legend and RSS (Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh) resolution asserts “a land 
that was brought onto the map of the world by Kashmiri pundits and Hindus 
in this particular region where forcefully converted to Islam.”18 RSS also 

16 Hidayat Ur Rehman, “Global Narratives”, A Journal of Armed Forces War College, Vol.2, no.1(June 2014):8-9
17 Gitika Commuri, Indian Identity Narratives and the Politics of Security, (New Delhi: Sage Publications, 

2010),2.
18 Ibid,. 105.
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asserts that “land of Kashmir is an integral part of India morally, culturally and 
constitutionally. (Commuri 2010)” 19. Indian strategic punchline for Kashmir is 
“Kashmir Bharat ka Atoot Ang hai”. 

Terrorism:

Indian state and officials have always linked terrorism to Pakistan many a 
times claiming that Pakistan is a terrorist safe haven; a narrative denied by 
the Pakistani officials. Indian narratives against Pakistan has been mostly 
because of the issue related to Kashmir as stated by V.P Singh who was 
leading the National Front Government in 1990 “the present state of Kashmir 
is just because of the hostile forces operating beyond the borders of India have 
re-emerged with greater virulence and severity”.20 This was a reference that 
Pakistan is sponsoring state terrorism in Indian held Kashmir. Another hostile 
narrative against Pakistan was given by Home Affairs Minister in Lok Sabha 
“because of Pakistan the security situation in State of Kashmir is very critical 
and aiding terrorism in the valley” saying Pakistan’s name out loud. 21

Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi in his Republic Day speech on 26th 
January 2016 said 

“What kind of a life is Pakistan living that is inspired by terrorism, What kind 
of a setup of government is this that is inspired by terrorism”. 

In the same speech he also cited “we cried when children in APS Peshawar 
were killed, this is our nature, but the world should look at the other side 
Pakistan glorifies terrorists”.

Asking such questions, he propagated a well-conceived narrative against 
Pakistan showing to the world that Pakistani establishment is sponsoring state 
terrorism in Kashmir and elsewhere in India. 

Pakistan Army & Inter-Services Intelligence:

Indian political and military establishment has always been uttering hostile 
words against Pakistan Army and ISI (Inter-Services Intelligence). Indian 

19 Ibid.,104.
20 Ibid.,114. 
21 Ibid.,115.
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establishment has linked every terrorist attack to ISI and Pakistan Army 
starting from Kargil to Mumbai attacks in 2008.  Indian National Security 
Advisor Ajit Doval told media sources on 19th September 2016 that “we are 
going to avenge the deaths of our soldiers, who died in Uri attack, but will do 
at a time of our liking”

Indian Northern Command senior military sources said they have been 
devising a plan for a surgical strike against terrorists and Pakistan army who 
have been blamed to help the infiltrators inside Uri Headquarters. Prime 
Minister Narendra Modi in his speeches have been provoking Pakistan army 
and blaming recent Uri attack on Pakistan. “Pakistan has learned its lesson, a 
brave response by Indian soldiers to Pakistan army an act they won’t dare to 
repeat again”. 22

Baluchistan:

There has been a number of cases and evidence which shows Indian involvement 
in Baluchistan. India has been involved in Baluchistan in order to incite Baloch 
population so that they resort to insurrection. India on number of occasions 
have shown keen interest in Baluchistan issue as stated in a recent speech by 
Prime Minister Narendra Modi. He glorified the Baluchistan issue from the 
walls of Red Fort saying “People of Baluchistan thanked me for our support, 
we will morally support the people of Baluchistan”; (Modi 2016) and went a 
step further by granting asylum to notorious Baluch leader Brahamdagh Bugti. 
Indian strategic punchline for Balouchistan is “Balouchistan is Brahamastra 
of India against Pakistan” (Talukdar 2016)

Trade with Pakistan:  

Pakistan and India’s total trade back in 2010/11 stood at US$ 2.6 Bn according 
to a report by State Bank of India. The bilateral trade between Pakistan and 
India was falling by 30% year-on year. The absence of trade relation is because 
of the animosity and absence of constituencies; the recent development was 
that of giving India the status of MFN (Most Favored Nation). Both countries 
are quite reluctant over trade relations that can give leverage over the other 

22 Parveen Swami, “Uri Terror Attack-Security meeting: Will avenge death of our soldiers… at a time of our 
choosing”, Indian Express, 19 September 2016,

 http://indianexpress.com/article/india/india-news-india/uri-terror-attack-ajit-doval-security-meeting-
will-avenge-death-of-our-soldiers-at-a-time-of-our-choosing-3038242/
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state and compromise one’s position; if both are economically interdependent. 
Pakistan in this regard might lose more by looking at the economic growth in 
India.23

China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) & Pakistan-China 
Relations:

A number of articles have been published and written by Indian defense 
analysts about CPEC, a project that has been a bone of contention since its 
inception. A project that has been giving sleepless nights to Indian policy 
makers. According to an article by Adarsh Singh in Indian defense review 
namely “CPEC Killing two birds with one stone”  (Singh 2017)

CPEC is termed as “game changer” for Pakistan when completed. It will 
increase China’s clout in IOR (Indian Ocean Region) and will make Pakistan 
wealthier and decrease Indian clout in Indian Ocean with negative strategic 
implications for India. There is a feeling in Indian political elites that China has 
been neutral up till now over the issue of Jammu & Kashmir but CPEC might 
change all that with Chinese economic interests will be linked to CPEC. 24

This article also stated that “India should try to incite populace in Gilgit-
Baltistan and Baluchistan against CPEC and make it un-implementable. Try 
to induce into the minds of individuals that CPEC is another form of East 
India Company”. This and many articles shows how India is using narratives 
against CPEC and trying to make it a lost cause for China and Pakistan 

Analysis 

Indian Geopolitical Narratives:

Geopolitics have three dimensions Geo-Strategy, Geo-Economics & Geo 
History. Indian establishment is using state policy and narratives and targeting 
Pakistan across full spectrum of geopolitics. India has geo strategic and 
economics narratives against CPEC and Baluchistan. Geo historical narratives 
against Muslims and Pakistan is another dimension that can be found in Indian 
RSS ideology that tries to inculcate the Hindu ethos across the subcontinent. 

23 Gareth Price, “India & Pakistan: Changing the Narratives”, (Paper presented at Norwegian Ministry of For-
eign Affairs July, 2012).

24 Adarsh Singh, “CPEC: Opportunity of killing two birds with one stone”, Indian Defense Review , .March 29, 
2017,

 http://www.indiandefencereview.com/news/cpec-opportunity-of-killing-two-birds-with-one-stone/
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All what is done by Indian establishment against Pakistan is done for a reason 
a shift from secularism to religious self is being felt across the region. Indian 
geopolitical narratives against Pakistan involves Baluchistan, CPEC and 
Kashmir. All of these issues are being exploited by Indian establishment in 
order to show Pakistan as a terrorist state and fix Indian narrative against 
Pakistan with the narrative of Global War on Terror. Indian idea is to isolate 
Pakistan in order to become a regional hegemon as India has always opposed 
Pakistan since its inception and take this part of sub-continent as their own. 
Indian political elites have been speaking out loud against CPEC and Pakistan. 
Inciting Baluch population against the state of Pakistan so that the state 
explodes from inside. 

Connection of Indian Narratives with Direct & Indirect 
Strategies:

Above stated narratives can be linked to direct and indirect strategies of the 
Indian establishment. The narratives it is directing towards Pakistan state 
and the armed forces along with Inter-services intelligence (ISI) are all part of 
direct strategy in order to expose Pakistan and its armed force as evil beings 
who are sponsoring state terrorism in India. India has always been directing 
hostile narratives against Pakistan and linking insurgency in Kashmir with 
state sponsored terrorism. 

Narratives directed towards Baluchistan, Gilgit Baltistan and CPEC are all 
indirect strategy to incite rebellion in both provinces; and to fail the CPEC 
project so that Indian clout is maintained in Indian Ocean Region. India has a 
security dilemma regarding Gwadar port as well that has a potential to become 
a military port of China which can oversee Indian movements and minimizing 
Indian sphere of influence in IOR 

Indian Information infrastructure:

Information infrastructure refers to the protocols and structures through 
which information is stored and transmitted into the mind of target audience. 
Nowadays societies are dependent upon massive data servers where all the 
information is stored and segregation can be done in order to select a target 
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audience.25  Information infrastructure is very crucial for a state these days 
because it helps a state and political elites to propagate their narratives and 
needs to control the narratives so that it does not backfire. Indians, for a couple 
of years, have been showing progress in information technology industry 
which also helps them in controlling information and what to propagate and 
what not to.  Bollywood has to play an important role in this regard, apart 
from propagating Hindu philosophy in different states, it is also disseminating 
information into masses against Pakistan. A number of movies depicting 
Pakistan as a terrorist state, showing Pakistani establishment as an accomplice 
to terrorists.  Indian soft power seems to be more effective as compared to 
Pakistan only because of the Bollywood industry that is known all over the 
world.  It is very easy for Indian establishment to slip in their policy narratives 
through movies around the world. 

Indian mass self-media has also been important in this regard with anti-
Pakistan narratives floating all around World WideWeb. India has been doing 
this for years linking terrorism to the state of Pakistan. 

Conclusion:

This article elucidates the idea of narratives and how they are formulated and 
placed in a well-defined policy objective. In 21st century and changing media 
ecology worldwide have made the propagation of narratives easy as well 
as complex. It is very easy for hostile narratives to take over and change the 
perception of masses to whom that particular narrative is directed.  Narratives 
are directed to shape the future of the target audience and is always linked 
with a situation in hand. A narrative on Global War on Terror was linked to 
9/11 attacks on New York. The most strategic narrative of all time that was 
poised to change the future of million receivers worldwide. 

India has been projecting narratives against Pakistan for decades and trying to 
portray Pakistan as a terrorist state that is sponsoring terrorism in the state of 
Jammu & Kashmir. Indian information infrastructure is very sophisticated and 
has influenced many through their narratives. Pakistan does in its capacity try 
to counter these narratives through their own competing narratives but have 
to work a lot in this domain in order to counter Indian threat. 

25 Alister Miskimmon, Ben O’Loughlin and Laura Roselle, Strategic Narratives: Communication Power and the 
New World Order (London: Routledge,2013),150
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Recommendations 

In the light of above discussion there are certain recommendations that needs 
to be considered in order to deal with hostile narratives of Indian establishment 
against Pakistan, 

i. Pakistan should develop an effective information infrastructure that 
deals with Indian hostile narratives. 

ii. Pakistan should not respond to the hostile narratives without a strategy; 
because responding abruptly to a hostile narrative is an indication of 
paranoia which is the prime objective of a narrative. 

iii. Pakistan should not claim innocence repeatedly because it will give 
publicity to a particular narrative; target audience will actually start 
believing in it. 

iv. It would be better for Pakistan to simply ignore narratives that do not 
have spectrum of persuasion. 

v. Pakistan when responding to a narrative should see what is the 
purpose, originator and theme of that particular narrative is it really 
worth responding? 

vi. Should come up with own narrative in order to minimize the effects of 
hostile narrative originated from India. It is called “counter narrative” 
which gives a new direction to target audience. 
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Abstract

The war is not essentially the absence of peace but the incomplete performances 
of key components and determinants of a sovereign state. In this contemporary 
international relation, state interaction revolves around the dependency of 
both friends and foes to gain vital national interests. Different states face wars 
in different scenarios based on their domestic manufacturing and the concepts 
of state building to tackle the destructions and upcoming worst-case scenario. 
Apart from political leadership, there has always been an external factor that 
plays a systemic role to disrupt the peace and stability of the state. In order to 
understand that particular factor, the author has applied the Mansfield and 
Jack Snyder’s scholarly idea of incomplete democracy that outbreak the war to 
help further understand the ongoing Syrian crisis. 

The main focus of this article is to understand and evaluate the democracy 
as systemic factor that is playing a significant role to an unending war in 
Syria even today. The weak and fragile political institutions accompanied by 
international pressure to overthrow the Assad’s autocratic regime adds more 
fuel to fire not only for the peace and stability of the Middle Eastern but also 
dispersed among the European countries as refugee’s crisis. The author claims 
that, democracy as a systemic factor doesn’t mean complete efficient form of 
government to satisfy the needs and demands of a common citizen. It further 
brings more destructions and devastations that a state can never expect in this 
globalized world.
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Introduction 

The end of the Cold War contributed in reconstructing the international 
system upon a liberalist ideology, where Democracy as a political regime 
emerged gradually to reach a number of 123 countries out of 192 states. Since 
then, democracy as a political regime has been favored by many countries 
including the Eastern Europe after the collapse of the Soviet Union. Political 
figures such as Bill Clinton highly valued the democratic regime; he claimed 
that the emergence of the democratic regime would contribute in promoting 
peace and security3. Nobody can deny how peaceful the democratic regime 
is, yet the issue remains in its application. Is there any country nowadays that 
applies democracy as it is and as it should be? Such question remains usually 
unanswered even after analyzing democratic states themselves. Democracy is 
featured complete in a state if the latter ensures the well-being of its citizens 
and fully applies the democratic principles and those principles ranges from 
individual power to freedom of speech, freedom of media, right to vote and 
individual liberty in daily life. Sometimes, the perfectness of the democratic 
regime formulates its weakness. Complete mature democracy necessitates a 
number of idealistic principles; the ratification of these principles demands 
the contribution of each of the government and the citizens. Democracy is a 
government of citizen rule. The democratic rule can only be consolidated if this 
first stage is achieved. There are many cases where the process of endorsing 
the democratic rule in a given country results in its collapse and leads to 
further disasters and devastating outcomes. This leads to the assumption that 
democracy is a perfect regime, where its application is bigger than the states’ 
capacities and the citizens’ potentials.4 

When we say democracy, we mean the existence of each of the rule of law, 
power equality, and freedom of choice and speech. We also mean standardizing 
human rights and ensuring free and fair elections. In the article “Getting to 
Democracy”, Lowenthal and Sergio Bitar studied the democratic transition that 
Egypt endorsed after dropping Hosni Mubarak from the power. 5 Throughout 
the article, they showed how valuable it is the cooperation of the opposition and 
the majority in the country. After erasing the autocratic regime, the opposition 

3 Mansfield, Edward D., and Jack Snyder. “Democratization and the Danger of War.” International Security, 
1995

4 Signpostlist.new - http://www.lawanddemocracy.org/pdffiles/amazing.prin..pdf
5 Abraham F. Lowenthal, “Getting to Democracy”, Foreign Affairs 1995
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by then should share the same targets and principles of the majority, where 
their role needs to be complementary or even paired instead of being opposed. 
Though the disparities in their ideologies, they, preferably, have to share the 
same interests and targets for an effective decision making. In addition, the 
free participation of the citizens is indispensable at any step in reformulating 
the regime. Bowlin goes even further into suggesting that toleration among 
people becomes a necessary component in any given democratic country. 6 
The country that is endorsing the democratic rule needs to consider the issue 
of tolerance among its population where their views and their political choices 
should be tolerated and guaranteed. In addition to that, assuring the political 
good and the good governance contribute in spreading a peaceful and vibrant 
democratic rule.  Those political goods need to be well performed by the 
political institutions, and led by credible leaders.

The issue does not stand on whether to follow or not to follow the democratic 
rule, but how can a state endorse it in its sphere. Can an autocratic state move 
peacefully to a democratic one?  Scholars like Mansfield and Jack Snyder argue 
that democratization is one of challenging stages of regime reformulations. 7 
In their article, they analyzed the relationship between democratic transition 
and the onset of the war.  They claimed that the “incomplete democracy” is 
a fundamental incentive towards civil wars and wars externalization. They 
argue that a considerable number of wars in the history occurred due to 
democratic transition process. 

This research article analyzes and evaluates Mansfield and Jack Snyder’s theory 
on the relationship between democratic transition and the onset of war. My 
argument is, there are a number of challenges and unavoidable consequences 
through which a transitional state came across with the significant amount 
of governance problems and failures in institutional performances. Therefore, 
how does the incomplete democracy lead to war is also based on the already 
established institutions which are not capable enough to play an important 
role in the process towards democratization. Thus, an incomplete democracy 
pays a huge amount of treasury and blood for the long run to an undecided 
period of time. Out of this chaotic and problematic situation, I have chosen the 
case study of Syrian crisis as an unending war of Assad’s regime to remain in 
power.

6 John R. Bowlin “Democracy, Tolerance, Aquinas”, Journal of Religious Ethics. June2016
7 “Democratic Transitions, Institutional Strength, and War,”
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Mansfield and Snyder see the democratization as a gradual process that goes 
through two major stages including a transitional period. The first phase is the 
movement from an autocratic state to a partial democracy then from the latter, 
there is the shift to a fully institutionalized democracy. They claimed that the 
outbreak of the war occurs during the transitional period which they labelled 
as “the partial democracy”. Therefore, when a country witnesses a civil war out 
of the democratic transition, it is characterized as an incomplete democracy. 
This was a case in Syria’s conflict which was devolved from peaceful protests 
against the Assad’s government in 2011, tracing its roots from Arab Spring, 
the protest suddenly drawn attention of numerous countries. It was partly a 
civil war of government against people; a kind religious war pitting Assad’s 
minority Alawite sect, which was aligned with Shiite fighters from Iran 
and Hezbollah in Lebanon, against Sunni rebel groups; and increasingly 
a proxy war featuring Russia and Iran against the United States and its allies. 
Resultantly, it has so far killed 220,000 people, displaced half of the country’s 
population, and facilitated the rise of ISIS.8 Here Mansfield and Snyder backed 
up their claim by the fact that such a result can happen when the country owns 
weak political institutions. Furthermore, the political institutions are the basis 
of the good governing mechanism and they are the bodies that strengthen or 
weaken the state out in the international system. We know that the power in 
the autocratic system is centralized around the ruler, where neither the citizens 
not the political institutions have power to play any critical role in dealing with 
domestic or outside crisis. We know too that the process of democratization 
usually leads to a conflict between two parties, which are the majority and 
the opposition. In order to prevent conflict climaxing, the state build strong 
political institutions that would be able to face the situation and decreases the 
negative outcomes. Therefore, Mansfield and Snyder assert that the effects of 
democratization are strong when the country has less institutional strength 
and nationalization. 9 They clearly emphasize the necessity of the regime to 
handle any possible turmoil and to be able to establish strong rule to regulate 
the political competition and manage the rivalry of elite factions and minimize 
the tensions that might happen between the defied groups. Hence, fragmented 
and weak political institution would not perform such a role. In addition to 
the outcomes mentioned above, they deduced that nationalism is one of the 

8 Kathy Gilsinan, “The Confused Person’s Guide to the Syrian Civil War.” The Atlantic
9 Jack S. Mansfield, “Turbulent transitions: why emerging democracies go to war.” Leashing the Dogs of War: 

Conflict Management in a Divided World.  US Institute of Peace Press, 2007.
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incentives towards the onset of wars and goes further into being externalized. 
They claimed that nationalism goes hand in hand with the early phases of 
the democratization war, which means during the movement from autocracy 
to partial democratization. Therefore, if the country has weak political 
institutions, nationalism rises dramatically and then the war ignites.   

They, indeed, defined five causes to this incomplete democratization. The 
failure of the democracy can occur due to the incompatibility of the interests 
domestically within the groups in a given country. They assert that the 
diversity of interests stagnates the coalition, and makes it impossible to 
reach. Also, their interests are most of the time inflexible and unadaptable 
to the changing political and economic condition. There is also the issue of 
the internal recruitment of allies, where each group seeks to recruit allies to 
its cause. This condition intensifies more their relations and contributes in 
climaxing the conflict. Furthermore, as much as the central authority is weak, 
as long as the conflict emerges and the probability of war becomes higher.10 

Back to Snyder and Mansfield, there is a great ambiguity in their 
characterization of the countries. They said that they started by classifying the 
countries regime between democracy, anocracy or autocracy. As mentioned 
above, they employed three criteria to achieve this classification. However, 
these criteria remain general to distinguish autocracy and anocracy. There is 
a great uncertainty into applying those democratic criteria on autocratic and 
anocratic states. There might be obvious to distinguish a democracy from 
autocracy based on these criteria. There is a great similarity between autocracy 
and the mixed regime, where both of them would be negative in the provided 
index. Though this might not have changed the findings, yet it would have 
clarified the methodology more.  There would have been supportive if we, 
the readers, were able to figure out the characteristics that Mansfield and 
Snyder depended on to define the poor political institutions. They claim that 
the transition from an autocratic rule into a democratic one would result into 
hostilities due to the weakness of the political institutions. We know that the 
strong state equals strong political institutions. Weak political institutions equal 
failed and collapsed state like Syria whose infrastructure is totally devastated 
by many actors ISIS, Al Nusra, US led coalition forces with totally declining 
status of human life ratio and we would see collapse and failed states as a one 
10 Crocker, Leashing the Dogs of War.
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of the most important causes for the incomplete democratic transition in this 
analysis. The state like Syria at this point of time would not be able to think 
about the democratic regime by force at any cost because they are seriously 
harmed. Their recovery would be the step they would initiate by, and then 
they would pave the way towards the suitable political outcomes of this crisis 
based on the regime interests of Assad.

The Domestic- International nexus- From Intrastate to 
interstate conflict in Syria

Since the last ten years of the 20th century that the civil wars earned greater 
attention than ever before. Scholars like Gleditsch and Patrick James deeply 
studied the nexus between the domestic and the international conflict. In her 
study, Kristian Skrede Gleditsch assures that the states that are experiencing 
the civil war are more likely to become involved in militarized disputes. 11  She 
furthers arguing that the international disputes related to civil wars are directly 
tied to the internal endogenous issues at the country level. Therefore, the 
nexus can be visualized at the level of the actions performed by the country’s 
leaders. Unrest in Syria began when residents in the small Syrian town of 
Dara’a, took to the streets to protest the torture of young boys, who put up 
anti-government graffiti on their school building.  President Assad responded 
with heavy-handed force, which further caused the demonstrations to quickly 
spread across the country. Up to this point in March 2011, President Bashar 
al-Assad had been ruling over the Syrian people with an iron fist. After the 
initial protest in March 2011, President Assad started to crackdown on the 
demonstrations across the country with full might. In April 2011, he began 
to send tanks into cities and having regime forces open fire on civilians. As 
Assad’s military forces continued to crack down on demonstrations through 
the summer of 2011, thousands of regime soldiers began to break away from 
the government to launch attacks against them. As the Syrian crisis is in its 
fourth year, more than 6.9 million people have been displaced according to 
UNHCR. Over half of these refugees are children. As the refugee numbers hit 
over 5 million, the Syrian refugee crisis is going to be the biggest crisis of our 
era12. As the opposition in the international community grew stronger, the 
United Nations warned Syria in its critical situation which was on the verge 

11 http://privatewww.essex.ac.uk/~ksg/papers/GSS_CWMID.pdf.
12 I AM SYRIA, http://www.iamsyria.org/
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of a civil war and in an immediate response to stop the human catastrophe, 
United Nations called for immediate action. The international community, in 
that case, has the right to intervene for humanitarian purposes what is called 
“R2P” 

It is with the Responsibility to Protect (R2P) concept that the civil wars 
gradually emerged from being domestic to being international. Tracing back 
the history, it was initiated in 1990 with the Balkan and the Rwandan crises. 13 
The international community started thinking about the possibility to intervene 
in other states’ affairs during heavy crises for peace making and stability 
purposes. They labelled this action as the “humanitarian intervention”. At that 
time, the major powers constantly debated the humanitarian interventions 
for humanitarian purposes including the protection of human rights and the 
insurance of good living conditions for common people. They saw humiliation 
and the deprivation from basic human rights and freedoms as unlawful and 
internationally unacceptable. In 2001 the “humanitarian intervention” concept 
was labelled officially as the “Responsibility 2 Protect” term. The International 
commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty was established under 
Kofi Annan’s mandate. By then, the states were given the right to intervene 
in other states’ affairs for humanitarian purposes. Therefore, Syrian crisis 
could be provided as a concrete example for the externalization of wars. It 
can be seen as a country where the conflict was first started as an intrastate 
conflict and moved out to be an international issue that has a global concern. 
When powers like Russia, the USA and Turkey first intervened, it was for the 
purpose of “civilians’ protection.” It was internationally shared that the Syrian 
government is unable to peacefully end up the civil war, which necessitate the 
intervention of the international community. 

The government and the leadership in that context is critical. Back to Mansfield 
and Snyder’s theory on the nexus between the political institutions and the civil 
war, we would argue that one of the factors that keeps the Syrian conflict active 
is the Syrian government itself. The Syrian government has never suggested 
yet any tangible and effective plan for finalizing the issue. It is leaving the 
decision making in the hands of the major powers. If the government was a 
great one with strong political institutions, the Syrian conflict would have been 

13  “Background Information on the Responsibility to Protect — Outreach Programme on the Rwanda Geno-
cide and the United Nations,” 
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given another picture today. We would have even pre-assumed the possibility 
of having a short- period conflict, where the international intervention would 
have been more fruitful that it is today. 

In measuring the good governance, Hegre and Nygard provided a set of 
criteria14. They claimed that the good governance that can prevent the onset of 
conflicts is the one that has an effective and a highly valuable bureaucracy, the 
governance under the rule of law, the control of corruption, formal political 
institution, the non- exclusion of ethnic groups and the favorable participation 
of the military. What if the Syrian governance was such a good one? Gleditsch 
mentioned two important reasons for why the externalization of the war 
happens. The first reason is when the government engages in wars on cross-
borders. In such a case, the neighboring countries usually respond militarily 
and they become part of the civil war. Then, the civil war starts embodying an 
international character. The other reason is when the rebels seek out foreign 
alliances and get external support. This step usually evolves gradually to 
reach the international inclusion in the civil war where different national and 
international players totally reshape, change and manipulate the rules of the 
game. Currently, there are believed to be as many as 1,000-armed opposition 
groups in Syria, commanding an estimated 100,000 fighters. Many of the 
groups are small and operate on a local level, but a number have emerged 
as powerful forces with affiliates across the country or formed alliances with 
other groups that share a similar agenda.15 

Conclusion

Studying the civil war effect on the international system has led the scholars 
into rethinking about the different historical wars and re-analyzing to get new 
upcoming lessons. Back during the 19 and the 20th centuries, there has been a 
great number of conflicts and disputes that occurred internally, yet they burst 
out internationally. Different studies have been conducted on the nexus between 
intrastate and interstate wars; each one backs it through many and various 
empirical studies. The role of the incomplete democracy with weak and fragile 
institutions provide a playground for a number of fractions to channelize their 
interests. This is what we have observed in Syrian crisis that there are actually 

14 Håvard Hegre and Håvard Mokleiv Nygård, “Governance and Conflict Relapse,” Journal of Conflict Reso-
lution (September 1, 2015) 

15 Guide to the Syrian Rebels, BBC, 13th December 2013
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the conditions and the circumstances of the transition that ignites the conflict 
and make the civil war inevitable. Therefore, democratization in that context 
plays the boosting role as an increaser for human losses because the process 
towards democracy is not easy at all. It demands treasury and blood under 
all circumstances. Therefore, it is not exaggeration to say that, Democracy 
doesn’t mean efficiency, it means it further creates more vacuum and gap 
for exploiter to explore the unexplored areas of interests and gain through 
various violent means. Now the question is still unanswered for Syrian crisis 
that Where will all this misery lead? What does the future of Syria hold?  Who 
can play what role to get Syria out of this unending turmoil? The answer is 
still vague and unclear because of its huge dimension and implications for 
the global community. Syria is a complex mosaic of different ethnic, religious, 
and ideological groups, a tinderbox that was destined to explode if the fragile 
peace that the Assad regime enforced was disturbed. Now that the country 
has imploded, there is no easy way out. The conflict could easily last another 
decade, which is very frustrating for not only the Middle Eastern countries but 
the world at large. One wonders, there are few turning points if and only if 
the international community or a neighboring power (such as Turkey) decides 
its awfulness exceeds the risks of intervention. History has witnessed great 
examples such as Lebanon’s civil war lasted 15 years (1975-1990), and ended 
only when Syria intervened. Iraq’s civil war (2006-08) would have been far 
worse if there were no American troops in the country so in Syrian case, there 
is a dire need for rapid action at this critical juncture in the history of Syria 
to end the chapter of destructions, human losses and send the refugees back 
home which is the only remaining lifeline for the peace and prosperity for 
Syrian citizens.16 

16 Seth Kaplan, “Seven scenarios for the future of Syria” John Hopkins University 
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Muhammad Wajeeh Shahrukh1 

Introduction 

Nuclear terrorism is referred to the prospective use of nuclear weapons 
containing fissile material by terrorists. Nuclear terrorism also denotes to the 
attack of terrorists to sabotage a nuclear facility, destroy a nuclear facility to 
create massive radiology or use of nuclear fissile material using conventional 
explosive generally term as “Dirty Bomb” but there is no uniformly agreed 
definition of this term. According to United Nations International Convention 
on the Suppression of Acts of Nuclear Terrorism (2005), 

“Nuclear Terrorism is an offense committed if a person unlawfully 
and intentionally uses in any way radioactive material… with the 
intent to cause death or serious bodily injury: or with the intent to 
cause substantial damage to property or to the environment; or 
with the intent to compel a neutral or legal person, an international 
organization or a state to do or refrain from doing an act.”2 

The EU representative Catherine Ashton in ‘International conference on 
Nuclear Security: Enhancing Global Efforts’ stated, “Nuclear terrorism, as 
the risk of non-state actors getting access to nuclear materials or radioactive 
sources, represents a most serious threat to international security.”3 In the 
past few years, the nuclear weapons in the hand of terrorist organizations, 
is the biggest growing concern in the world. Since the 9/11 attacks on the 
U.S. soil, the world has witnessed an active role of terrorist organizations 
specially al-Qaeda to acquire nuclear weapon or nuclear technology. The 
terrorist efforts to acquire a nuclear weapon or weapon grade Uranium or 
Plutonium for use in an improvised nuclear device pose great threat. In case, 

1 The author is “Research Assistant” at Department of Development Studies, COMSATS Institute of 
Information Technology, Abbottabad and doing “MS Conflict, Peace & Development” at the same 
department. 

2 “International Convention for Suppression of Acts of Nuclear Terrorism”, 2nd Session, September 11, 2008. 
Available at: http://www.fas.org/irp/congress/2008_rpt/suppression.html Accessed on: March 20, 2014.

3 The EU and Nuclear Security (November 2013), EU Non-Proliferation Consortium. Available at: http://
www.nonproliferation.eu/focus/archives/2013/2013-11.php Accessed on: March 20, 2014.

Nuclear Terrorism:  
A Potential Threat to World Security
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terrorists can acquire nuclear fissile material, it’s a hypothetical assumption 
that such nuclear radioactive material can be used as a “dirty bomb” by 
detonating it with the conventional explosive device. Such explosive cannot 
produce similar results as of a nuclear weapon but it will disperse radioactive 
particles over a wide range. The detonation of such bomb in a large city will 
not create massive casualties but the psychological terror which will create 
lead to mass panic situation which could be more devastating. In contrast, the 
detonation of a nuclear weapon by terrorists will be a nightmare resulting in 
massive casualties which could be range from few hundreds to over a million, 
depending upon the yield of the weapon. This paper will focus the options 
for terrorist organizations to acquire nuclear weapons, its prospectus myths 
or realities, consequences of nuclear terrorism attack, options to respond to 
nuclear threat/terrorism, the al-Qaeda’s history and current status to acquire 
Weapons of Mass Destruction and efficiency of  the existing international 
measures to eliminate nuclear terrorism threat.

Acquisition of Nuclear Weapons by Terrorists

Most terrorist organizations are determined to acquire the most devastating 
weapon system in the world for terrorism purpose. If any terrorist organization 
makes efforts to go nuclear, there would be different obstacles which that 
organization has to face. There are four different scenarios following which 
a terrorist organization could attempt to acquire a nuclear weapon. In first 
scenario, the terrorist organization could attempt to develop the fissile material 
enrichment facilities to develop either highly enriched uranium or plutonium 
to manufacture a nuclear weapon. This is the most difficult and least likely 
scenario that could ever happen because the technological knowhow, 
infrastructure and finances required for this purpose which an organization 
having strong financial resources could not bear.4 

Producing nuclear weapon materials indigenously would require at 
least a modest technological infrastructure and hundreds of millions 
of dollars to carry out. The cost of a full scale indigenous program, 
however, if clandestine and lacking outside nuclear-weapon expertise, 
can be as much as 10 to 50 times higher than for a program aimed at 

4 Braden Montgomery, Evan, “Nuclear Terrorism: Assessing the Threat, Developing a Response”, Center of 
Strategic and Budgetary Assessments (CSBA), (USA, 2009). p. ix. Available at: (http://www.csbaonline.org/
wp-content/uploads/2011/02/2009.04.22-Nuclear-Terrorism.pdf ) Accessed on: (March 20, 2014)
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producing just one or two bombs and largely carried out in the open 
or with outside technical assistance.5

 Following the second scenario, a rogue nation having capability of nuclear 
weapons can sponsor a terrorist organization for its clandestine objectives. It 
may be the easiest way for terrorist organizations to acquire nuclear weapons 
but it may also a high probability to be unlikely due to various factors. The 
factors may be that states cannot share their valuable asset with terrorist, there 
is risk of being discovered if state intentionally provides a nuclear weapon to a 
terrorist organization and bring serious consequences for that state and lastly, 
states would be reluctant to provide such a powerful weapon to terrorists 
since there is a possibility that terrorist organization uses it against the sponsor 
state instead of targeting the intended target. According to third scenario, a 
terrorist organization acquire a nuclear weapon through theft but still there 
are various challenges for terrorist organizations to handle the nuclear 
weapon and overcome the security features like incorporating a proper code. 
Lastly, there is a growing concern that terrorists can steal fissile material from 
a civilian or military facility or purchase it from the nuclear black market to 
develop an improvised type nuclear device.6 “Theft of weapon-grade nuclear 
materials would be more serious than that of material requiring substantial 
additional processing. If a particular stock is poorly safeguarded, diversion 
of material might not be detected before it had already been fabricated.”7 
This scenario is considered as the second easiest route which terrorists might 
seek because of the availability of fissile material all over the world in various 
civilian and military nuclear facilities most of which have vulnerable security 
and protection. Moreover, terrorist organizations can get the expert services 
to build either a gun-type, in case of availability of highly enriched uranium 
which has a relatively easy design or implosion type nuclear weapon in case 
of availability of plutonium.8

5 United State Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, “Technologies Underlying Weapons of Mass 
Destruction”, (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, December 1993), p. 126. Available 
at (http://books.google.com.pk/books?id=B4zSFd8DRWYC&printsec=frontcover&source=gbs_ge_
summary_r&cad=0#v=onepage&q&f=false) Accessed on: March 21, 2014

6 Opcit, Braden Montgomery, Evan
7 Opcit, United State Congress, Office of Technological Assessment, pp. 130-131
8 Opcit, Braden Montgomery, Evan, p. x.
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Nuclear Terrorism: Myth or Reality

If we focus on the nuclear terrorism as a myth, it revealed that as far as 
the technicalities and sophistications involved in the production of fissile 
material for the weapons are concerned, it seems impossible for a terrorist 
organization to develop a nuclear facility for the enrichment of fissile material. 
The technological impediments and sophistications involved in the process 
of enrichment forced various states to revert their nuclear weapon projects. 
Moreover, it is very difficult for a terrorist organization to manufacture and 
design a nuclear device in case of availability of enough fissile material for a 
weapon. Here the question arise that if a state lacks the capability to acquire 
proficiency in nuclear knowhow and to develop or continue its nuclear 
weapon program without international assistance then how a non-state 
terrorist organization can achieve the milestone of nuclear weapon research 
and development? Thus, many scientists are of the view that it is impossible 
for a terrorist organization to develop or manufacture even a crude nuclear 
weapon because such process require extensive expertise in various fields 
which are not easily available to terrorists. The former Director of the Central 
Intelligence Agency (CIA), Michael Hayden notes, “We are fortunate that 
those with the clearest intent to acquire and use weapons of mass destruction 
are also the least capable of developing them.”9

The incapability of terrorists to enrich fissile material or weapon development 
cannot overshadow the threat of nuclear terrorism if we see through the 
prism of reality. There is a need to proper analyze the terrorist ambitions that 
have a desire to acquire the weapon of mass destructions including nuclear, 
chemical and biological weapons or their development capability to fulfill 
their clandestine objectives. Though the use of weapons of mass destruction 
specially nuclear weapons is relatively less probable but still there is a great 
concern of usage of such destructive weapons by terrorists like al-Qaeda and 
its affiliates due to their mindset and philosophy. Osama bin Laden stated 
during an interview with Pakistani journalist Hamid Mir, “I wish to declare 
that if America used chemical or nuclear weapons against us, then we may 

9 Brown, Stuart S., “Human Security: US Leadership on Counter-Proliferation”, in The Future of US Global 
Power: Delusions of Decline, (Houndmills, UK, Palgrave Macmillan, 2013), p.144. Available at: (http://books.
google.com.pk/books?id=RgVBK3B1oOQC&printsec=frontcover#v=onepage&q&f=false) Accessed on: 
March 22, 2014).
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retort with chemical and nuclear weapons.”10 During same interview Ayman 
al-Zawahri stated, 

“If you have $30 million, go to the black market in Central Asia, 
contact any disgruntled Soviet scientist and a lot of… dozens of smart 
briefcase bombs are available. They have contacted us, we sent our 
people to Moscow to Tashkent to other Central Asian states, and they 
negotiated and we purchased some suit case bombs.”11 

These are few of the statements and constant ambitions of al-Qaeda top 
leadership proved that if ever al-Qaeda could acquire the nuclear weapons 
then it will not show any reluctance to use it to create massive casualties.

Consequences of a Nuclear Terrorist Attack

The detonation of both fission and fusion nuclear devices will generate massive 
amount of energy which will cause blast heat and radiation. The explosion 
in favorable conditions causes extensive radioactive fallout firestorms, 
shockwaves, and intense winds which altogether result in massive damage 
and casualties.

 “A 10-kiloton nuclear weapon would release a massive amount of 
thermal radiation… a fireball of superheated gas that would destroy 
everything for 200 meters in all direction. The intense light and heat 
radiating from the fireball would also ignite clothing as far away as 
1,100 meters… the effects of thermal radiation, the explosion would 
generate an outwardly moving shockwave of overpressure capable of 
crushing heavy objects, and extremely high velocity winds of several 
hundred miles per hour.”12

Response to Nuclear Threats

The nuclear terrorism combat strategy should comprehensively focus on 

10 Mowatt Laressen, Rolf, “Al Qaeda Weapons of Mass Destruction Threat: Hype or 
Reality?” Belfer Center for Science and International Affairs-Harvard Kennedy 
School, (Cambridge, USA: 2010), p. 18. Available at: (https://www.google.com.pk/ 
url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=6&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CEwQFjAF& 
url=http%3A%2F%2Fbelfercenter.ksg.harvard.edu%2Ffiles%2Fal-qaeda-wmd-threat.pdf&ei=ieYxU4ioL_
Gz0QW394DYDw&usg=AFQjCNHGydNtb9LuhuhEf6tgO7e3pPkCTA&sig2=Hpg5cmsLl8OFyv-
HVDtm6w&bvm=bv.63587204,d.d2k) Accessed on: (March 22, 2014)

11 Ibid.
12 Opcit, Braden Montgomery, Evan, p. 30.
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three objectives: “preventing terrorists from acquiring nuclear weapons 
or fissile material; stopping terrorists from delivering a nuclear weapon to 
their intended target should prevention fail; and being prepared to respond 
as quickly and effectively as possible both at home and abroad, in the event 
that terrorists succeed in detonating one or more nuclear weapons.”13 The 
most important pre-emptive way to prevent the possible nuclear terrorism is 
to keep away terrorists by acquiring nuclear weapons or fissile material to 
develop a nuclear weapon. Incase terrorists acquire nuclear weapons, and 
then the job is to prevent the usage of nuclear weapons and catastrophic effects 
of such attacks. The human intelligence has a very vital role in this regard. The 
ultimate response is home and abroad base that if nuclear weapon is used by 
the terrorists then how you can limit the damage, develop and design certain 
policies so that would be needed in various areas like heath, development and 
so on. In case of such disaster, the very first priority of government would be 
to limit the effects of the attack but on the other hand, it will quickly divert 
its attention to identify the responsible and conducting actions against them. 
The quick analysis of the events can lead the victim state to retaliate against 
a respective terrorism sponsored state or by identifying the material used 
in the attack. The rogue and failing states i.e. North Korea, Iran, Russia and 
Pakistan, having nuclear weapons can be identified as the responsible states 
as these states having vulnerable nuclear safeguards and having links with the 
terrorist and extremist organizations.

Al-Qaeda and Nuclear Terrorism

When it comes to nuclear terrorism, al-Qaeda is the most active participant 
among other terrorist organizations in the race to go nuclear. Other terrorist 
organizations include the Japanese cult group Aum Shinrikyo, al-Qaeda and 
its associates – notably the Egyptian Islamic Jihad, Jemmah Islamiya and 
lashkar al Tayyib– who intended, and actively sought to acquire weapons of 
mass destruction.14 In contrast to other terrorist organizations, al-Qaeda is the 
only terrorist organization having long term and persistent commitment to 
develop or acquire nuclear weapons to create massive casualties. 

Al-Qaeda, after the Soviet defeat in Afghanistan, found America as its future 

13 Ibid, p. 63.
14 Opcit, Mowatt-Laressen, Rolf, p. 5
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target and Osama bin Laden along with Ayman al-Zawahri showed their 
interest in acquiring the weapons of mass destruction. For this purpose, 
Ayman al-Zawahri extensively travelled to Russia, Yemen, Malaysia, 
Singapore and China in the haunt of Weapons of Mass Destruction. Al-Qaeda 
has been reported to have functioning facilities with weaponized Anthrax in 
Afghanistan. But here question arises, that if al-Qaeda has the chemical and 
biological weapons, then why it did not use it against the adversary? The 
literature provide an argument that probably al-Qaeda was looking for a 
better opportunity to inflict heavy damages and massive casualties. The top 
leadership of al-Qaeda is reportedly having close contact with the nuclear 
scientists to establish technological base for research and education which 
allegedly presented the threat of nuclear terrorism as real because of dubious 
intentions. A Nuclear Scientist, Sultan Basharuddin Mahmood, revealed “I 
met Osama bin Laden before 9/11 not to give him nuclear know how, but 
to seek funds for establishing a technical college in Kabul.”15 Osama bin 
Laden represented the acquisition of WMD’s as the Islamic duty which was 
extensively followed by his lieutenants and followers. In 1998, he gave a fatwa 
regarding the legitimate use of Weapons of Mass Destruction against the U.S 
and he pointed out Americans in a video release to “escalate the killing and 
fight against you (Americans).”16 Later in 2008, Ayman al-Zawahri gave a 
fatwa and justifies use of Weapons of Mass Destruction, He stated, “There 
is no doubt that the greatest enemy of Islam and Muslims at this time is the 
America.”17 Adding to this statement, he quoted, “artillery bombardment is 
permissible when the jihad needs or requires it.” He further quoted a Saudi 
cleric, Nasir-al-Fahd’s fatwa: “If a bomb were dropped on them, destroying 
10 million and burning as much of their land as they have burned of Muslim 
land that would be permissible without any need to mention any other proof. 
We might need other proofs if we wanted to destroy more than this number 
of them.”18 The nuclear deterrence strategy cannot work out in case of such 
ambitions of non-state terrorist organizations regardless of the imagination of 
the results and consequences of such terrorist activities. According to Daniel 
Whiteneck, 

15 N-scientist confesses to meeting Osama, Dawn.com (May 05, 2010). Available at: (http://www.dawn.com/
news/940677/n-scientist-confesses-to-meeting-osama) Accessed on: March 24, 2014.

16 Opcit, Mowatt-Laressen, Rolf.
17 Opcit, “Al-Qaeda’s Religious Justification of Nuclear Terrorism”, p.38
18 Ibid, p. 39.
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“Evidence suggests, for example, that al Qaeda might not only use 
WMD simply to demonstrate the magnitude of its capability but that 
it might actually welcome the escalation of a strong U.S. response, 
especially if it included catalytic effects on governments and societies 
in the Muslim world. An adversary that prefers escalation regardless 
of the consequences cannot be deterred.”19

Osama bin Laden, the founder member of Afghanistan based group al-Qaeda, 
was killed on May 2, 2011, in an operation code named Neptune Spear carried 
out by the US under the direct supervision of President of United States.20 
The assassination of Osama bin Laden by U.S. troops gave a shock to the al-
Qaeda’s top leadership because it was perceived as an ultimate blow to nuclear 
ambitions of notorious non-state organization. It is an important milestone 
for U.S. efforts to defeat al-Qaeda but at the same time mitigating threat of 
nuclear terrorism with the potential of same degree. The al-Qaeda leadership 
is transferred to Ayman al-Zawahri after Osama’s demise and since then, 
the Al-Qaeda’s top leadership seems inactive. In the current Syrian conflict, 
various al-Qaeda affiliated groups join the conflict and fought against the US 
but still there is no appearance of al-Qaeda top leadership. In the wake of 
this silence, ISIS has emerged as a potential threatening force in Middle East 
and Afghaistan which is to be believed as an off shoot of Al-Qaeda.  Is this 
silence holding a storm in it? We have to wait and watch for the answer of this 
question.

International Measure to Eliminate Nuclear Terrorism Threat

The growing concern of nuclear terrorism forced the world to adopt certain 
measures to ensure a strong defence against nuclear terrorism. The rise of al-
Qaeda, its efforts to gain nuclear weapons and its ambitions to use it against 
U.S. threatened the world that if nuclear weapons and other WMD’s could 
fall in the hand of terrorists then the world will face a holistic catastrophe. 
The thinking for physical protection of WMDs started in late 1990s but 9/11 
incident further strengthened this threat and called upon the  world started 
thinking to implement certain measures which can bring effective results in 

19 Whiteneck, Daniel, “Deterring Terrorists: Thoughts on a Framework”, The Washington Quarterly, The 
Center of Strategic and International Studies and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. P. 187.

20 “US SEALS had ground support in Abbottabad Operation: Report”, The News, July 08, 2013. Available at: 
(http://www.thenews.com.pk/article-108532-US-SEALs-had-ground-support-in-Abbottabad-operation:-
report ) Accessed on: (March 25, 2014)
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combating and eliminating the threat of nuclear terrorism. In this regard, 
the first ever initiative at international level was the ‘Convention on Physical 
Protection of Nuclear Material’ which was opened to signature on March 
3, 1980, and entered into force on February 8, 1987. The Director General, 
IAEA was the depository of the convention and currently it has 149 state 
parties.21 Later on April 28, 2004, the United Nations Security Council (UNSC) 
resolution 1540 was anonymously adopted under chapter VII of UN charter 
which imposes binding obligations on all states to “prevent proliferation of 
nuclear, chemical and biological weapons, and their means of delivery and 
establishes appropriate domestic controls over related materials to prevent 
their illicit trafficking.”22 The UNSC resolution 1673 (April 27, 2006), UNSC 
resolution 1810 (April 25, 2008), UNSC resolution 1977 (April 20, 2011) 
extended the mandate of UNSC resolution 1540 to two, three and ten years 
respectively.23 The UN ad hoc committee was established by United Nations 
General Assembly (UNGA) resolution 15/210 on December 17, 1996, which 
was adopted to elaborate certain measures to eliminate international terrorism. 
It further addressed the ‘International Convention for the Suppression of 
Terrorist Bombings (November 25, 1997)’ and thereafter addressed ‘Nuclear 
Terrorism Convention’ which is formally known as ‘International Convention 
for the Suppression of Acts of Nuclear Terrorism (April 13, 2005)’ which has 
115 signatories and 91 state parties.24 An important step in combating nuclear 
terrorism is the establishment of ‘Global Initiative to Combat Nuclear Terrorism 
(GICNT) in July 16, 2006, which was a volunteer initiative of U.S. President G.W. 
Bush and Russian President Vladimir Putin to “strengthen global capacity to 
prevent, detect and respond to nuclear terrorism by conducting multilateral 
activities that strengthen the plans, policies, procedures and interoperability 
of partner nations. This organization is co-chaired by U.S. and Russia, and 
it has international partnership of 85 nations and four official observers.25 
Further in this regard, IAEA established ‘World Institute of Nuclear Security 

21 “Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear Material”, Nuclear Threat Initiative. Available at: (http://
www.nti.org/treaties-and-regimes/convention-physical-protection-nuclear-material-cppnm/) Accessed on: 
March 25, 2014.

22 United Nations Security Council Resolution 1540 (2004), UN Home. Available at: (http://www.un.org/en/
sc/1540/) Accessed on: March 25, 2014.

23 Ibid. 
24 “International Convention for the Suppression of Acts of Nuclear Terrorism”, Audio Visual Library of 

International Law. Available at: (http://legal.un.org/avl/ha/icsant/icsant.html) Accessed on: March 25, 
2014 

25 “The Global Initiative to Combat Nuclear Terrorism”, U.S. Department of State. Available at: http://www.
state.gov/t/isn/c18406.htm Accessed on: March 24, 2014.
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(2008)’, a unique organization which provide a forum to about 800+ members 
including nuclear security experts, nuclear industry leaders, governments and 
international organizations from more than 60 countries to implement best 
practices to reduce the amount of vulnerable  nuclear material and to prevent 
nuclear terrorism.26 The major contribution in designing a framework against 
nuclear terrorism is the ‘Nuclear Security Summit (NSS)’, an initiative of U.S. 
President Obama, aimed to prevent the world from nuclear terrorism. The first 
NSS was hosted by U.S. President Obama in Washington DC in 2010 in which 
47 countries and three international organizations participated and issued a 
work plan to implement the objective of communiqué.27 The second NSS was 
held in Seoul (South Korea) in 2012 which 53 countries and four international 
organizations (as observers) were invited and focus on establishing political 
agreements to implement the objectives of first NSS.28 Whereas the NSS 
2014 was held in Hague (Netherlands) and 53 states and 5 observers from 
international organizations were participated. It focuses on the achievements 
and the ways to achieve the remaining objectives, and the future plans were 
set down.29

Conclusion
The destructive capabilities of nuclear weapons to inflict massive damages in 
the shape of instant deaths, massive casualties, destruction of infrastructure 
and creation of widespread panic in case of its detonation by a terrorist orga-
nization is the great challenge of today’s world. The demonstration of efforts 
to acquire nuclear weapons by terrorist organizations like al-Qaeda and its 
affiliated groups and their willingness and ambitions to use them against their 
enemies especially U.S. further create the hype. On the other side, the acqui-
sition of a nuclear weapon is not so easy. It involves a great degree of hurdles 
which lowers the probability of such attack by terrorists. The international 
measures to combat the threat of nuclear terrorism pose a great offensive-de-
fense against threat of nuclear terrorism which ensures the safety of the world 
from the catastrophe of nuclear terrorism.
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28 “Nuclear Security Summit, Seoul 2012”, U.S. Department of State. Available at: (http://www.state.gov/t/
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29 “Nuclear Security Summit, Hague 2014”, U.S. Department of State. Available at: (http://www.state.gov/t/
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